| Item   | Description                                      | Qty. | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost | Unit Cost | Extended Cost |
|--------|--------------------------------------------------|------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|-----------|---------------|
| 1      | Boiler Replacement and Hot Water Conversion      | LS   | 376,950   | 376,950       | 374,400   | 374,400.00    | 379,000  | 379,000       | 323,000  | 323,000       | 367,200  | 367,200       | 395,200  | 395,200       |          |               |           |               |           |               |
| Alt 1  | Temp Domestic Hot Water                          |      | 3,300     | 3,300         | 0.00      | 1,500         | 1,500    | 800           | 800      | 1,350         | 1,350    | 5,700         | 5,700    |               |          |               |           |               |           |               |
| Alt 2  | MAU-1 Motor                                      |      | 2,100     | 2,100         | 0.00      | 900           | 900      | 1,850         | 1,850    | 3,200         | 3,200    |               |          |               |           |               |           |               |           |               |
|        | Bid Grand Total (with alternates)                |      |           | 382,350       |           |               |          |               |           |               |           |               |           |               |           |               |           |               |           |               |

Bid 1083; Boiler Replacement
Bid Tabulation

Warren Brothers LLC | Crest Mechanical Services LLC | ActionAir Systems Inc. | Central Mechanical Services Inc. | HHS Mechanical Contractors | CT Boiler Repair

- Item: Boiler Replacement and Hot Water Conversion
- Qty.: LS
- Unit Cost: 376,950
- Extended Cost: 374,400.00
- Unit Cost: 379,000
- Extended Cost: 323,000
- Unit Cost: 367,200
- Extended Cost: 395,200
- Item: Temp Domestic Hot Water
- Qty.: 3,300
- Unit Cost: 3,300
- Extended Cost: 0.00
- Unit Cost: 1,500
- Extended Cost: 1,500
- Unit Cost: 800
- Extended Cost: 800
- Unit Cost: 1,350
- Extended Cost: 1,350
- Unit Cost: 5,700
- Extended Cost: 5,700
- Item: MAU-1 Motor
- Qty.: 2,100
- Unit Cost: 2,100
- Extended Cost: 0.00
- Unit Cost: 900
- Extended Cost: 900
- Unit Cost: 1,850
- Extended Cost: 1,850
- Unit Cost: 3,200
- Extended Cost: 3,200
- Bid Grand Total (with alternates): 382,350

The table provides a detailed breakdown of the costs associated with different items and options, along with the total bid amounts for each contractor.